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Thank you Gerco
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Outline
1. Energy, precision and intensity frontiers.
2. Status of g-2 physics: Testing QED, testing hadronic physics, 

probing weak scale and hunting for dark forces.  
3. Comments on CP violation and EDMs. EDMs as probes of 

new physics.
4. Conclusions
5. Attempt to look into the future. 
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How to write a summary talk

1. Wait until Wedn
2. Have some beer at poster session 
3. Look at the anapole moment poster by S. Cahn
4. Have some more beer
5. Look at some EDM posters
6. You have to have more beer after that
7. Taste some wine with B. Heckel
8.    Repeat 2-8…
……
9.   Do not start your talk until after the dinner
10. Do not be stressed: fall all asleep immediately after 

dinner… [ I could not follow 10]



Energy, precision and intensity frontiers 

Energy Frontier

Intensity Frontier

Precision frontier
Space-time frontier:          C o s m o l o g y

Vigorous research programs at all frontiers is required for 
understanding fundamental physics!!! 5
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Energy frontier
Tevatron (with important LEP contribution) pushed our direct 

understanding of large energies/ small distances to 100-200 
GeV benchmark. LHC luminosty is ramping up. 

Top-antitop pairs are being looked by hungry experimentalists as 
we speak. Give it another year and should some new strongly 
interacting particles (squarks, gluinos) exist in the energy 
reach, we will see it!!!



Intensity frontier 

B-factories: 1500 inverse fb of integrated luminosity! 
Confirmation of CP-violation due to the CKM phase. New 
constraints on physics BSM

Neutrino factories and neutrino telescopes: confirmation of 
neutrino masses and mixings → hints on new states (RH 
neutrinos), and/or new interactions. 

On-going and future efforts with T2K, project-X (?).  Huge 
intensity searches of μ→ e conversion etc (Miller)
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Cosmology frontier 
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Precision frontier 

9
Harris, Kirch talks, LM 2010 Hansch’s Nobel lecture 2005
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Precision frontier at LM 2010
Tests of SM and Search for New Physics

To make use of amazing accuracy achieved in many experiments 
reviewed here you either (A) have to be able to do theoretical 
calculations with matching precision (B) have some prove that 
standard EM or strong interactions give 0 result. In (A) 
theoretical input is crucial. In (B) theorists often end up being 
motivators/cheerleaders [danger - may become scapegoats]. 

(A) g-2 of electron and muon, theory and experiment. Roberts, 
Marciano, Kinoshita, Hanneke, Jegerlehner, Passera, Kuhn, Stockinger, 
Onderwater New ideas: Saito

Lamb Shift in muonic hydrogen: Antognini

(B)  EDMs of paramagnetic and diamagnetic atoms, neutrons.
Theory and experiment.  Timmermans, Cornell, Weiss, DeMille, 
Sauer, Schaefer-Ray, Harris, Kirch, Filippone, Heckel, Lu.  New ideas: 
Semertzidis, Stroher. Charged lepton flavor violation: Okada, Miller

CPT-Lorentz violation: Guise. 
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g-2 of electron
The most precise determination of alpha

Hanneke, and Harvard group (Gabrielse-PI).   Factor of 2 relative 
to 2006, overall factor of 15 more precise than UW Demhelt’s
group result!!! Matching precision theory calculations by 
Kinoshita and his group. 

A crucial test of QED is provided by next most precise 
measurement of α in atomic recoil (Cs, Rb). 
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g-2 of electron
What does it mean, to “test QED” anyways? What do you expect? 

Prof. Kinoshita explained that the very creators of QED could not 
have possibly expected it to work that well. Afterall, the 
number of recipes related to treating divergences looked as 
“gellybean” foundation … except that this foundation never 
betrayed us in 60 yrs. True believers in the “effective field 
theory” paradigm do not expect it to fail at low energies.

For me the tests of QED are also the search for new physics 
phenomena associated with new states/interactions. In case of 
the electron g-2, we are talking about “New Physics at an 
MeV”. Surprising as it may sound, certain types of such 
physics are “theoretically legitimate”. 
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g-2 of muon
Experiment is finished but the interest remains  !!!

Onderwater
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g-2 of muon
New developments in “hadronic piece” of calculations

Jegerlehner, Kuhn

MP: given huge BaBar
statistics and enormous 
expertise at e.g. Karlsruhe 
it would be highly 
desirable that people 
outside of collaboration 
perform the same analysis
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g-2 of muon
Discrepancy: a fluke, an error or a sign of New Physics ???

Passera: hypothetic increase in hadronic polarization is unrealistic 



Mistake is found in g-2?
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g-2 of muon
May be indeed a sign of New Physics ???

Stockinger:  what takes to explain ∆ a ~ 300 10-11

EW scale models. Large tan β SUSY, Randall-Sundrum model at 
EW scale gave a “required” shift. Littlest Higgs did not. 

M ~ few hundred GeV can be reached if chirality flip is enhanced.

LHC can start discovering these models within one year!



New proposals
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Probing “dark forces” in the sub-GeV range
Who said that all new physics has to be at a ~ TeV?

(Holdom 1986; MP, Ritz, Voloshin – DM model)

This Lagrangian describes an extra U(1)’ group (dark force), and 
some matter charged under it. Mixing angle κ controls the 
coupling to the SM. This is not the simplest model of DM, but not 
overly complicate either (not as complicated as SM itself!)

Below the scale of the U(1)’ breaking  we have

Other realizations with gauged B-L or μ-e symmetries are possible



Simplest U(1)’ Dark Force
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New force provide correction to anomalous 
magnetic moments of leptons

1. Electron g-2 can be used as a constraint on (mV, κ) only in 
conjunction with other measurements of αEM. 

2. The contribution to the anomaly is positive. Opens the door for 
speculation about the “anomaly” of (g-2)μ anomaly.  

For example, mV ~ 200 MeV and κ2 = 3 × 10-5 provide 
Δ aμ = 3× 10-9.
In classification of Dominik, C ~ 10-9, M ~ mmuon
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Mixing angle - mass parameter space
If g-2 discrepancy to be taken seriously, mixing of order few 0.001 

and mass mV ~ mμ helps to resolve it. MP, 2008

Probed by measurements of alpha (electron g-2 vs atomic recoil)!!!
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Muonic hydrogen Lamb shift
Fresh of the Nature press!

Contribution of rp is 
much larger in μH 
because the muon is 
200 times closer to 
the nucleus.
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Muonic hydrogen Lamb shift
current discrepancy in rp – error (possibly in Ry), or new physics?

New efforts to check Ry constant? μH, new tests with μHe ? 
Too early to panic. 
Could we blame it on a “dark force”? New vector particle with 

effective mass mV = 2-3 MeV and effective coupling 
α = few × 10-9 between proton and muon is capable of 
A. Giving 300× 10-11 positive correction to muon anomaly
B. Providing extra negative contribution to binding energy of μH 

that is interpreted as proton shrinking by ~ 3.5× 10-3 fm.
“Dark photon” does not quite “work”. Predicts
Radius (scattering) > radius (muonic Hydrogen) > radius (normal H)
Other possibilities with gauged B-3Lμ (or alike) predict too large 

effects for muon neutrinos. Gauging RH muon (besides new 
states for anomaly cancellation) would predict large Parity 
violation in μ-p interaction. Not clear if viable.(Marciano, MP)
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Mixing angle - mass parameter space
Where would a required absolute shift of rp place itself?

If coupling to electrons is not zero, atomic recoil should start 
seeing smaller effective α than (g-2)e. Can be detected with fixed 
target experiments
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CP-violation and EDMs
EDM=0 in the SM is not a disadvantage but an opportunity

SM

NP
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CP-violation and EDMs: particle physics
Ultimately linked to fundamental scalars (extra Higgses, sfermions)

Plenty of theoretical background/motivation was provided by 
Okada, Timmermans.  
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CP-violation and EDMs: Cosmology connection, 
BAU, Sakharov, and … Oppenheimer
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New EDM result from U Washington
Improvement by a factor of 7; more improvement expected!

B. Heckel
d(199Hg) = (0.49 ± 1.29stat ± 0.76sys ) x 10-29 e cm 

| d(199Hg) | < 3.1 x 10-29 e cm (95% CL)

Confidence Levels:  199Hg (95%), 205TI (90%), TIF (95%)

Factor of 7 improvement in the
dipole amplitude, should it be a
rare decay, would be reported 
as a 50-fold improvement in 
branching ratio.

Also, since EDM scales as 

1/(Energy scale)2, factor of 7 
imrovement is “an increase of 
energy by more than 2.5” .

Not unlike Tevatron→ LHC



Transverse Pumping / Optical Rotation

B

254 nm σ+
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B

254 nm Linear
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Linear Polarizer

Detector
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New EDM result from U Washington
A sign of trouble for Schiff moment calculation? 

• Stable results in the past (R. Timmerman’s talk) for Schiff(g1)

• Recent (March 2010) calculations by (Dobaczewski, Engel, et al.)

• If correct, worst change possible for constraining new physics: g1
was relatively stable calculation from quark color EDMs in QCD 
SR, while g0 was not.  

• More of nuclear calculations are desperately needed. 
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Paramagnetic EDMs: electron EDM and CS
who will match UC Berkeley Tl result? 

Yale group, PbO, (DeMille) “Initial data run (41 hours, 2008) 
yielded

de = -19 ± 20 (stat.) ± 1 (syst.) ×10-27 e cm

S/N improved ~8× since 2008”. Resources permitting, should 
collect and analyze the data.

Imperial College group, YbF, (Sauer)  Has the largest electron EDM 
data collected. Unexpected time-of-fly systematics that may be 
reduced by a factor of 50 [with upgrades to RF system]. Will 
analyze the data within a year (Gabrielse). 
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Paramagnetic EDMs: electron EDM and CS

Who is going to be a big winner – orders of magnitude better than Tl?

Cornell:    Trapped HfF+  (training), ThF+ (actual EDM species).
Lots of spectroscopy work ahead

Weiss:    Optical lattices with Cs and Rb. Not only the possibility to 
improve EDMs, but a cleanest extraction of de if nonzero result 
found. 

Gabrielse:  ACME cuts to the chase with beam of ThO. Harvard-
Yale team has broad expertise in EDMs and diatomic molecules.

Shafer-Ray: Big progress in spectroscopy of relevant states of PbF. 
“Every time we look closer, there is a surprise”. This may refer 
to many different PI’s in this business. 



Are they hiding new results? 
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Paramagnetic EDMs: electron EDM and CS

Effective electric field in GV/cm (Meyer, Bohn)



Statistical Estimate

ACME statistical per day (projected)
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Neutron EDM
timeless classics – not quite table top anymore. Harris, Filippone, Kirch

UCN detection in liquid He via spin-dependent nuclear reactions

λn = 8.9 Å; E = 
1 03 meV

Landau-
Feynman 
dispersion 
curve for 4He 
excitations

Dispersion 
curve for free 
neutrons



History

Factor 10
every 8 years
on average

yoEDM
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Diamagnetic EDMs with octupole deformations
Can we get lucky? Lower statistics can be compensated by nuclear 

enhancement of Schiff moment
Lu, Argonne group, Radium
TRIUMF-Michigan-Guelph collaboration, Rn
KVI project, Radium

Atomic m.e. * Schiff moment(Ra)    ~
100-1000 * Atomic m.e. * Schiff moment (Hg)

A lot of progress in trapping Ra in the “right state”.  Stay tuned!



Semertzidis, Stroher
Two different labs to host the Storage Ring 

EDM experiments

BNL, USA:
proton “magic” ring

• COSY/IKP, Germany: 
deuteron ring?
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Conclusion and outlook 
The search for New Physics at the intensity frontier belongs 
to the same category of major intellectual endeavors such as 
the exploration of energy frontier, and Cosmos. I place 
search for EDMs and LFV in the same importance category 
as e.g.  Search for EW mechanisms at colliders, search for 
relic gravitational waves, direct searches for DM, and tests 
for the dark energy equation of states.

We learned about new results in precision QED, great 
progress in the last four years towards new EDM 
measurements, and set the stage for new developments 
towards future measurements.

Stay tuned for new LM meeting with (non)zero EDM 
results!
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Thank you Lee Roberts and the rest 
of BU organizing committee for a 

superb meeting !!!

Lovely place, great physics, great participants!!
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